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Abstract

This paper analyzes international high-skilled migration caused by financial frictions in educational market. I develop a model of learning in which acquisition of skill is only possible through personal interaction with a skilled individual; the income of the skilled is sensitive to financial constraints for the unskilled. Cross-country differences in such constraints have a multiplicative effect on the skill premium, causing outmigration of skilled individuals from a less developed country. I study welfare implications of such brain drain for the sending and receiving countries. Although it makes more difficult skill acquisition in the sending country, the unskilled may still be better off: increased cost of skill acquisition is offset by higher income once the skill has been acquired. For the receiving country, I identify a phenomenon of immiserizing immigration: a depletion of the stock of skill in the sending country due to brain drain hinders further production of skill, which may hurt the receiving country. Additionally, I find that increased openness of the sending country to migration and the resultant accelerated brain drain increase the incentives of the country government to reduce financial frictions.
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1 Introduction

Despite the unprecedented development of long-distance communication technologies, knowledge continues to diffuse from one person to another mainly by means of personal interaction. One can become a scientist only through a continuous interaction with other scientists. In stable political environments, virtually all successful politicians have an experience of interaction with politicians from previous cohorts. In most jobs, young workers learn from experienced workers. Teaching services continue to be local in nature, and university professors in the United States do not expect that their jobs will ever be exported to India. Even the acquisition of skills that are labeled by economists as “low,” such as taxi driving, require frequent personal interaction with people who have been in the business for some time. Numerous studies find that the first destination of immigrant workers is usually a location where many immigrants from the same country live, despite the fact that the new immigrants, whose skills are usually similar to that of incumbent immigrants, would face less competition on the job market in other locations.

Given the local nature of transmission of productive knowledge, part of the welfare gain from enhanced skills is likely to be shifted from the learners (young, unskilled workers) to the teachers (experienced, skilled workers) through a bargaining process, pushing current income flow of the learners below their current marginal product of labor, and vice versa, raising the income of the teachers. Further, a compensation for education may have a multiplicative effect on the willingness to acquire skill and on the return to skill. When skilled individuals increase their earnings by receiving a compensation for education, unskilled individuals have an increased willingness to acquire skill. Since the best way to acquire skill is to interact with and learn from existing skilled individuals, the latter get a further increase in earnings, further increasing the willingness of the unskilled to acquire skill. This multiplicative positive effect on demand for education offsets the traditional law of demand and makes the demand for education highly inelastic.

With inelastic demand, even small exogenous cross-country differences in the educational technology, such as differences in student access to educational credit, may lead to large differences in the return to skill and create a basis for brain drain from a country with a poor access to educational credit. The objective of this paper is to examine, theoretically, the effects of international migration of skilled individuals caused by such institutional differences, in a model of learning that captures the above mentioned stylized facts. The proposed

theory differs from the existing literature that tends to explain international migration by the differences in how much current output migrants can produce in different countries. The theoretical model developed in this paper examines migration between countries with identical fundamental parameters (productivity of skilled and unskilled, the learning technology), with the only exogenous heterogeneity being the heterogeneity of institutions that facilitate the transfer of wealth from the unskilled to the skilled in compensation for education.

I find the welfare effects of international migration to be ambiguous for both sending and receiving countries. For the sending country, the departure of a fraction of skilled workers reduces the number of potential teachers and makes it more difficult to acquire skill (the negative effect of openness). On the other hand, increased country openness increases the return to skill, which makes unskilled individuals, who expect to acquire skill in the future, better off (the positive effect of openness). I show that with very high transaction costs in the home educational market, the negative effect of brain drain dominates, while with medium values of transaction costs, the positive effect may overwhelm once the magnitude of migration becomes sufficiently high.

For the receiving country, the welfare effects of skilled immigration are generally positive. I show however that once the skilled emigration rate becomes sufficiently high, the number of migrants begins to diminish, which hurts not only the sending but also the receiving country. The explanation is simple: if skilled individuals are an essential input of new skill production in the sending country, an excessive brain drain may reduce the number of skilled individuals in the sending country by so much that it can no longer supply skilled individuals to the receiving country. I label this phenomenon as immiserizing immigration by analogy with Bhagwati’s immiserizing growth in the international trade literature. The immiserizing immigration effect is also reminiscent of the overfishing effect in the Economics of natural resources.

Additionally, I study the welfare gains of the sending country from a marginal increase in the quality of educational credit institutions. I find that such gain is always higher in a more open country: the welfare of the unskilled is more sensitive to the quality of educational institutions when the skilled have a better opportunity to leave. Thus, the increased openness and the resultant increased brain drain help “discipline” a home country government to improve institutions facilitating education.

Although there exists an extensive literature on the diffusion of knowledge and on posi-

\[\text{\textsuperscript{2}}\text{Jovanovic and Rob (1989) is an example of theoretical analysis; Keller (2002) is an empirical account of geographic localization; Keller (2004) contains a review of literature on knowledge spillovers.}\]
virtually all of this literature assumes that all the welfare gains of skill acquisition accrue only to those who acquire the skill. Park (1997) is, to my knowledge, the only discussion of the fact that part of the welfare gain may be shifted to those skilled from whom new skill has been acquired. The main focus of Park (1997), however, is different from that of this paper, and does not include the examination of migration patterns.

Much of the modern literature that relates education and migration begins with Stark, Helmenstein, and Prskawetz (1997) and Mountford (1997) who point out the potential incentive effect of a brain drain prospect: unskilled individuals who face a prospect of emigration have an incentive to study more if emigration is conditioned on skill acquisition. According to the theories, brain drain may thus increase the total number of skilled in the world, and, assuming that emigration is a probabilistic outcome, may even increase the number of skilled that remain in the sending country. Beine, Docquier, and Rapoport (2001) and Beine, Docquier, and Rapoport (2008) take the theory to cross-country data; Chand and Clemens (2008) tests the theory in the context of migration from Fiji to New Zealand. All of these studies assume that the technology of skill acquisition does not include the presence of individuals already possessing the skill, the assumption challenged in this paper.

The role of this paper is combine, theoretically, the two stands of literature – the one that relates educational attainment with migration prospects, and the one that relates educational attainment with financial frictions – to analyze their interaction. In the remainder of the paper, I first analyze a one-country (“closed economy”) dynamics and a steady-state, and then proceed to a two-country setting to model migration between the two countries.

---

3This literature starts with Lucas (1988); applications of this concept to migration include Stark, Helmenstein, and Prskawetz (1997), Mountford (1997), Stark and Wang (2002), and Stark and Zakharenko (2012).
2 Closed Economy

2.1 Overview

2.1.1 Demographics

This is a general equilibrium dynamic model. Time is discrete; at each moment of time \( t \), there is a continuum of mass \( L \) of individuals that are endogenously divided into two types – skilled and unskilled. I denote the fraction of skilled individuals in the economy in period \( t \) by \( m_t \). Between any two time periods, a randomly selected fraction \( 1 - \delta \) of all individuals dies. The same mass of new individuals is born; therefore, the total population remains constant. Every newly-born individual is unskilled.

2.1.2 Consumption and savings

There is one consumption good, which is produced using the only input – skill – in a manner specified below. The price of the good is normalized to unity. A representative individual maximizes his discounted stream of consumption by:

\[
U_{i,t_0} = \begin{cases} 
\sum_{t=t_0}^{\infty} \beta^{t-t_0} c_{i,t} & \text{if } c_{i,t} \geq 0 \forall t \\
-\infty & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]

where \( t_0 \) is the birth date of the individual, \( t \) is the index of time, \( c_t \geq 0 \) is consumption at time \( t \), and \( \beta < 1 \) is the discount factor. Given that death is a random occurrence, individuals do not know the moment of their death and calculate their utility on an infinite time horizon. I assume that the death probability is already built into the discount factor (thus \( \beta < \delta < 1 \)), and therefore the parameter \( \delta \) does not explicitly enter the decision-making process.

Individuals earn a stream of (stochastic) income which depends on skill and which is detailed below; for now, denote it \( y_{i,t}, t \geq t_0 \). Individuals borrow and save at rate \( r_t \). To model financial frictions, we make a somewhat simplistic assumption that those who need to borrow one dollar actually have to borrow \( K \geq 1 \) dollars; the difference of \( K - 1 \) dollars is the sunk cost due to financial frictions. Throughout the paper, we refer to \( K \) as the “transaction cost”; it reflects the quality of financial institutions in a country.

Denote by

\[
a_{i,t} \equiv y_{i,t} - c_{i,t}
\]
the flow of savings and by $A_{i,t}$ its stock at the beginning of period $t$; given the above assumptions, the evolution of $A_{i,t}$ is determined by

$$A_{i,t+1} = a_{i,t}K^I(a_{i,t} < 0) + (1 + r_t)A_{i,t}$$

(3)

where $I(\cdot)$ is the indicator function.

In every period, the savings rate $r_t$ is such that it clears the savings market: $\int a_{i,t}K^I(a_{i,t} < 0)di = 0$, with the initial aggregate stock of savings also equal to zero. The dividends are payable at the beginning of each period.

Given that the death occurrence is random, the average savings of those who die are equal to the average savings of the entire population (i.e. zero). We assume that savings of those who die are cleared, and all newly-born start with zero savings.

2.1.3 Production and learning

In each period of time, each skilled individual produces two types of output: one unit of consumption good and one unit of teaching services. Both outputs are supplied inelastically.

The productivity of unskilled individuals is normalized to zero. The only way for unskilled individuals (students) to become skilled is through personal interaction with existing skilled individuals (teachers). The process of learning is stochastic and depends on the learning intensity of students $x_{i,t} \geq 0$, which has two possible interpretations. First, it could be viewed as a fraction of time a student has spent learning within each time period. Alternatively, we can assume that all students learn full time, but in classes of variable sizes: low intensity $x_{i,t}$ implies learning in a large class, while high intensity implies learning in a small class, or individually, or even individually with several teachers. In this stylized model, $x_{i,t}$ of a representative unskilled individual must be equal to the ratio of teachers to students in equilibrium.

If an unskilled individual learns with intensity $x_{i,t}$, his probability of becoming skilled at that point in time is $P(x_{i,t})$ where $P: R_+ \rightarrow [0, 1]$ is a smooth, strictly increasing, and strictly concave “learning” function that satisfies the following property:

$$P'(0) > \frac{1 - \delta}{\delta}$$

(4)

Teaching services are supplied in an educational market at a prevalent “wage” (i.e. com-
pension for teaching), denoted \( w_t \). Thus the income of a skilled individual is \( y_{i,t} = 1 + w_t \), while the income of the unskilled, net of educational expenses, is \( y_{i,t} = -w_t x_{i,t} \).

### 2.1.4 Objectives

The objective of an individual \( i \) is to maximize (1) by making savings decisions \( a_{i,t} \) given expectations about the flow of income, and subject to (2), (3), and to the transversality condition

\[
\lim_{t \to \infty} \beta^{t-t_0} c_{i,t} = 0
\]  

(5)

### 2.2 Equilibrium analysis

Skilled individuals have reached their terminal state of knowledge, and supply both their outputs, consumption good and teaching services, inelastically. As a result, the only decision they have to make is the savings decision. The unskilled individuals make learning intensity decisions \( x_{i,t} \) and savings decisions \( a_{i,t} \). The appendix shows that, given that the utility is linear in consumption, the financial part of the model, i.e. savings decisions, may be suppressed to reduce the dimensionality of the problem. In the rest of the paper, we analyze the simplified “savings-free” version of the model.

#### 2.2.1 Skilled individuals

In the “savings-free” modification of the model, skilled individuals do not make any decisions (as they supply both outputs, consumption good and teaching services, inelastically); the value of being skilled is the discounted stream of future earnings:

\[
v'_1 \equiv v_1(w_t, w_{t+1}, ...) = \sum_{\tau=t}^{\infty} \beta^{\tau-t}(1 + w_\tau)
\]  

(6)

To analyze the aggregate supply of teaching services, it is sufficient to analyze the dynamics of the fraction of skilled individuals in the population, \( m_t \). Observe that, in the closed economy, such fraction does not depend on transaction costs \( K \) and wage levels \( w_\tau \); the equilibrium learning intensity at time \( t \), \( x_t \), is determined by the current proportion of

---

\(^5\)One can develop a model in which skilled individuals have a tradeoff between production and teaching, which would result in a traditional upward-sloping supply of teaching services. This would, however, complicate the analysis that follows, without adding new insights to the migration part of the model.
skilled to unskilled individuals,
\[ x_t = \frac{m_t}{1 - m_t} \]  
(7)
while the dynamics of \( m_t \) is fully determined by the learning intensity:
\[ m_{t+1} = \delta (m_t + P(x_t)(1 - m_t)) \]  
(8)
Taking into account (4), we can find that the dynamic system given by (7) and (8) has two steady states: one, unstable, at \( m_t = 0 \), and a stable one at some \( m_t = m_A \in (0, 1) \). Thus, a closed economy that starts at time \( t_0 \) from any \( m_{t_0} \in (0, 1) \) converges to \( \lim_{t \to \infty} m_t = m_A \).
The corresponding value of the learning intensity is denoted by \( x_A \equiv \frac{m_A}{1 - m_A} \) and is determined by
\[ \frac{P(x_A)}{x_A} = \frac{1 - \delta}{\delta} \]  
(9)
2.2.2 Unskilled individuals, demand for education and its properties
The appendix demonstrates that the “savings-free” unskilled optimization problem may be reduced to the following:
\[ v_0 = \max_z \left( -Kw_t z + \beta \left[ P(z)v_t^{t+1} + (1 - P(z))v_{t+1}^{t+1} \right] \right) \]  
(10)
Denote by \( x^D(w_t, w_{t+1}, ...; K) \) the argmaximum of (10), and by \( V(z; w_t, w_{t+1}, ...; K) \) its max-
imand:
\[ V(z; w_t, w_{t+1}, ...; K) = -Kw_t z + \beta \left[ P(z)v_t^{t+1} + (1 - P(z))v_{t+1}^{t+1} \right] \]  
(11)
We next outline some properties of the demand for education.
Lemma 1 The difference between the values of being skilled and unskilled, \( v_1 - v_0 = v_1(w_t, w_{t+1}, ...) - v_0(w_t, w_{t+1}, ...; K) \), is increasing in \( w_t \) for every \( t \) and for every \( \tau \geq t \), such that
\[ \frac{\partial (v_1 - v_0)}{\partial w_t} = 1 + Kx_t^D > 0 \]  
(12)
\[ \left. \frac{\partial (v_1 - v_0)}{\partial w_{t+k}} \right|_{k>0} = \beta k \prod_{i=0}^{k-1} (1 - P(x_{t+i}^D))(1 + Kx_{t+i+k}^D) > 0 \]  
(13)
Proof. For every $t$, we have that $\frac{\partial v_t^t}{\partial w_{t+k}} = 1$, while $\frac{\partial v_t^{t+1}}{\partial w_{t+k}} = -Kx_t^D$, hence (12). To prove (13), observe that $\frac{\partial v_t^{t+1}}{\partial w_{t+k}} = \beta^k = \beta \frac{\partial v_t^t}{\partial w_{t+k}}$, while

$$\frac{\partial v_t^t}{\partial w_{t+k}} = \beta P(x_t^D) \left[ \frac{\partial v_t^t}{\partial w_{t+k}} - \frac{\partial v_t^{t+1}}{\partial w_{t+k}} \right]$$

The difference between the two is then

$$\frac{\partial v_t^t}{\partial w_{t+k}} - \frac{\partial v_t^t}{\partial w_{t+k}} = \beta (1 - P(x_t^D)) \left[ \frac{\partial v_t^{t+1}}{\partial w_{t+k}} - \frac{\partial v_t^{t+1}}{\partial w_{t+k}} \right]$$

By iterating the last result, we obtain (13). □

Lemma 1 is used in the proof of the following

Proposition 1 The optimal demand for education $x^D(w_t, w_{t+1}, \ldots; K)$ is decreasing in current wage $w_t$ and is increasing in every subsequent wage $w_\tau, \tau > t$.

Proof. From the implicit function theorem it follows that

$$\frac{\partial x_t^D}{\partial w_\tau} = \frac{\partial^2 V_t}{\partial z \partial w_\tau}$$

(14)

Given concavity of $V_t$ with respect to $z$, the denominator of (14) is positive and therefore the sign of $\frac{\partial x_t^D}{\partial w_\tau}$ is equal to the sign of $\frac{\partial^2 V_t}{\partial z \partial w_\tau}$. The latter is equal to

$$\frac{\partial^2 V_t}{\partial z \partial w_\tau} = -K < 0$$

$$\left. \frac{\partial^2 V_t}{\partial z \partial w_\tau} \right|_{\tau > t} = \beta P'(z) \left[ \frac{\partial v_t^{t+1}}{\partial w_\tau} - \frac{\partial v_t^t}{\partial w_\tau} \right] > 0$$

□

The optimal demand for education increases in future wages for two reasons. First, should the individual become skilled in the future, his wealth will be improved by higher future wage, hence the willingness to increase the likelihood to become skilled by demanding more education today, which we call the income effect. Second, should the individual remain unskilled in the future, his cost of education in the future will be increased by higher future teacher’s wage, hence the willingness to reduce the likelihood of remaining unskilled and demand more education today, which we call the substitution effect. Figure I displays the demand for education $x_t$, as a function of current wage $w_t$, assuming that future wages $w_\tau, \tau > t$ are held time-invariant at various levels.
2.2.3 Equilibrium wage path

The equilibrium wage path is determined by setting the demanded learning intensity $x_t^D(w_t, w_{t+1}, \ldots; K)$ equal to the supplied learning intensity $x_t$, defined by (7), at every time period $t \in [t_0, \infty)$.

2.3 Steady state analysis

In a steady state where the wage is constant over time, $w_t = w$, the value of being skilled simplifies to

$$v_1(w) = \frac{1 + w}{1 - \beta}$$

while the steady-state supply of teaching services is given by (9).

The steady-state version of the value of being unskilled, (10), is:

$$v_0(w, K) = \max_{z \geq 0} (-Kwz + \beta[P(z)v_1(w) + (1 - P(z))v_0(w, K)])$$

The following Proposition characterizes the steady-state demand for education by unskilled individuals.

**Proposition 2** The demand for skill by the unskilled individuals, $x(w, K)$, is characterized by

$$w \geq \frac{G(x(w, K))}{K - G(x(w, K))}$$
with strict equality if \( x(w, K) > 0 \), where

\[
G(x) \equiv \frac{P'(x)}{1-\beta} + s(x) \tag{18}
\]

\[
s(x) \equiv P(x) - P'(x)x \tag{19}
\]

Refer to the Appendix for proof.

From the properties of \( P(x) \), it follows that \( s(x) \) is increasing from zero to one, while \( G(x) \) is decreasing from \( G(0) = \frac{\beta}{1-\beta}P'(0) \) to zero.

Define by \( \underline{x}(K) \) the lower bound of demand:

\[
\underline{x}(K) \equiv \min_w x(w, K) = x(\infty, K)
\]

When transaction costs are sufficiently low, \( K < G(0) = P'(0)\frac{\beta}{1-\beta} \), demand for education is bounded away from zero, \( \underline{x}(K) > 0 \) and is determined by

\[
G(\underline{x}(K)) = K \tag{20}
\]

which can be interpreted as follows. A marginal increase of \( w \) has two effects. First, \( w \) can be seen as a tuition, and the law of demand prescribes unskilled individuals to demand less of teaching services when tuition increases. Second, an increased \( w \) means an increased return to skill (since education is provided by skilled individuals), which means an increased willingness to acquire skill, implying an increased demand for education. With high transaction costs \( K \), the former effect overwhelms the latter, and demand for education is a standard textbook demand function with negative and bounded away from zero own-price elasticity. When transaction costs \( K \) are sufficiently low, the two effects offset each other, and the learning intensity approaches its lower bound \( \underline{x} > 0 \), while demand elasticity approaches zero, as the tuition \( w \) approaches infinity.

Next, we investigate the steady-state expected value (“welfare”) of being unskilled \( v_0(w, K) \).

**Lemma 2**

\[
v_0(w, K) = \frac{w + 1}{1-\beta} S(x(w, K)) \tag{21}
\]

\[
S(x(w, K)) \equiv \frac{s(x(w, K))}{1-\beta + s(x(w, K))} \tag{22}
\]
The proof is contained in Appendix.

How does $v_0(w, K)$ depend on its arguments? The effect of increased transaction costs $K$ is rather obvious: at a constant wage $w$, a rise in the transaction costs must be offset by a proportional rise in $G(x)$ (cf. [17]), which implies a decline in learning intensity $x$. A decline in $x$ causes a decline in welfare [21].

The effect of an increased wage is less obvious: besides the direct positive effect, it has a negative effect on demanded learning intensity $x(w, K)$ thus the total effect is uncertain. The Proposition below clarifies the ambiguity.

**Proposition 3** At a given $K$, the welfare $v_0(w, K)$ reaches its minimum at $w^*(K)$ and $x^*(K) = x(w^*(K), K)$ such that

$$\frac{P(x^*(K))}{x^*(K)} \leq \frac{1-\beta}{\beta}K$$

with strict equality if $x^*(K) > 0$. Moreover, welfare increases with $w$ when $w > w^*(K)$ ($x < x^*(K)$) and decreases when $w < w^*(K)$ ($x > x^*(K)$). In other words, the point $(x^*(K), w^*(K))$ is the unique point of minimum welfare on the demand curve [17].

**Proof.** The statement is proved by direct computation and analysis of the first derivative of (21) with respect to $w$.

$$\begin{align*}
(1-\beta)\frac{\partial v_0(w, K)}{\partial w} &= S(x) + (w + 1)\frac{\partial S(x)}{\partial x}\left(\frac{\partial w}{\partial x}\right)^{-1} \\
&= S(x) + \frac{K}{K-G(x)}\frac{\partial S(x)}{\partial x}\left(\frac{K-G(x)}{K}\right)^2\left(\frac{\partial G(x)}{\partial x}\right)^{-1} \\
&= S(x) + (K-G(x))\frac{\partial S(x)}{\partial x}\left(\frac{\partial G(x)}{\partial x}\right)^{-1}
\end{align*}$$

(24)

The Appendix proves that (24) is equal to

$$\begin{align*}
(1-\beta)\frac{\partial v_0}{\partial w} &= P(x) - \frac{1-\beta}{\beta}Kx \\
&= P(x) - \frac{1-\beta}{\beta}\left(\frac{1-\beta}{\beta} + P(x)\right)
\end{align*}$$

which is positive if $x < x^*(K)$ ($w > w^*(K)$), negative if $x > x^*(K)$ ($w < w^*(K)$), and is zero otherwise. Thus, a country with transaction costs $K$ reaches the minimum of its steady-state welfare when the steady-state wage is equal to $w^*(K)$ and learning intensity is equal to $x^*(K)$. ■
We next investigate the relationship between points of demanded learning intensity minimum $\underline{x}(K)$, unskilled welfare argminimum $x^*(K)$, and autarky learning intensity $x_A$.

**Proposition 4** (a) If $K \geq P'(0)\frac{\beta}{1-\beta}$, then $0 = \underline{x}(K) = x^*(K) < x_A$.

(b) If $K < P'(0)\frac{\beta}{1-\beta}$, then $0 < \underline{x}(K) < x^*(K) < x_A$ and both $\underline{x}(K)$ and $x^*(K)$ are strictly diminishing with $K$.

**Proof.**

(a) If $K \geq P'(0)\frac{\beta}{1-\beta}$, the denominator of $\frac{1-\beta}{\beta}$ is positive at every positive value of learning intensity $x$, and therefore the wage achieves its upper bound at $\underline{x}(K) = 0$. To prove $x^*(K) = 0$, suppose the opposite, $x^*(K) > 0$. Then we have that $P'(0) \leq K < \frac{\beta}{1-\beta} P(x^*(K)) \leq \frac{P(x^*(K))}{x^*(K)} < \lim_{z \to 0} \frac{P(z)}{z} = P'(0)$

which is a contradiction.

(b) When $K < P'(0)\frac{\beta}{1-\beta}$, the value of $\underline{x}(K)$ is determined by $\underline{x}(K) = 0$, the left-hand side of which is decreasing in $\underline{x}$. At $\underline{x} = 0$, the left-hand side is greater than the right-hand side, hence the equality is achieved at $\underline{x}(K) > 0$. Additionally, an increase in $K$ increases the right-hand side of $\underline{x}(K)$, hence the equality is achieved at a lower value of $\underline{x}$, meaning $\frac{\partial x(K)}{\partial K} < 0$.

To prove $x^*(K) > \underline{x}(K)$, observe that

$$\frac{\beta}{1-\beta} P'(x^*(K)) < \frac{\beta}{1-\beta} \frac{P(x^*(K))}{x^*(K)} \equiv K \equiv G(\underline{x}(K)) \equiv \frac{P'(\underline{x}(K))}{\frac{1-\beta}{\beta} + s(\underline{x}(K))} < \frac{\beta}{1-\beta} P'(\underline{x}(K))$$

By assumption, $P'(x)$ is strictly decreasing in $x$, which ensures $x^*(K) > \underline{x}(K)$.

To prove $\frac{\partial x(K)}{\partial K} < 0$, observe that the left-hand side of $\underline{x}(K)$ is decreasing in $x$, hence a higher value of $K$ yields a lower $x$.

To prove $x^*(K) < x_A$, observe that

$$\frac{\beta}{1-\beta} \frac{P(x^*(K))}{x^*(K)} \equiv K \geq 1 \equiv \frac{\delta}{1-\delta} \frac{P(x_A)}{x_A} > \frac{\beta}{1-\beta} \frac{P(x_A)}{x_A}$$

The ratio $\frac{P(x)}{x}$ is strictly decreasing in $x$, which ensures $x^*(K) < x_A$.
3 International migration

3.1 Overview

In this paper, I suggest a new potential cause of the brain drain from less developed to more developed countries. Even if the origin and destination countries have identical “real-sector” parameters such as marginal product of labor of both skilled and unskilled workers, fertility, life expectancy, and learning technology, brain drain may still exist due to differences in the technology of transferring wealth from those who are willing to acquire skill to those who provide teaching services. Such differences, manifested in the form of costs of transactions between teachers and students, lead to differences in return to skill across countries. Moreover, lower return to skill in a less developed country decreases the willingness to acquire such skill, which leads to further decrease in return to skill. This multiplicative effect of institutional differences creates an incentive for skilled individuals to migrate from less developed to more developed countries. In this section, I conduct a formal analysis of this effect and study its welfare implications.

To isolate the proposed effect, I assume that all other characteristics of the origin and the destination countries of migrants, such as labor productivity or “psychic costs” of living,
are equal across countries; the only difference among countries is the ease of borrowing for students. If students have limited access to credit, they offer lower rewards to their teachers which makes the latter emigrate; students’ access to education thus becomes limited.

Suppose there are two countries, North, with low transaction costs \( K_N = 1 \), and less developed South with higher transaction costs \( K_S > K_N \). I make a simplistic assumption that the number of births each period in each country is fixed and does not depend on migration patterns; this way, the number of individuals of a given nationality is exogenous. In country \( i \), the number of births is \((1 - \delta) L_i\), so that the number of nationals of the country is equal to \( L_i \) and is not affected by migration patterns.

Only skilled individuals can migrate across countries; this assumption is consistent with the selective immigration policy exercised by most developed recipient countries. An individual who chooses to migrate pays a one-time migration cost \( M \). Thus, migration is possible when the cost of doing so is low enough: \( M \leq \frac{w_A N - w_A S}{1 - \beta} \), where \( w_A i \) is the autarky wage.

3.2 Wage curve

Under the assumption of sufficiently low cost of migration, the Northern and Southern wages are related as follows:

\[ w_S = w_N - (1 - \beta)M \]

or, equivalently, (cf. (17))

\[ \frac{G(x_S)}{K_S - G(x_S)} = \frac{G(x_N)}{K_N - G(x_N)} - (1 - \beta)M \]

Equation (25) defines a hypersurface in the \((x_N, x_S)\) space, which we refer to as the wage curve. The wage curve originates from the \((x(K_N), x(K_S))\) point and slopes upward; a decrease of migration cost \( M \) results in a lower \( x_S \) (i.e. higher \( w_S \)) at a given \( x_N \), hence a reduction of migration costs rotates the wage curve clockwise in the \((x_N, x_S)\) space.

6One important phenomenon not captured in this paper is that limited access to credit negatively affects not only the acquisition of skill, but also the ability of individuals to migrate. In this paper, the cost of migration \( M \) is assumed to be independent of institutions \( K \); skilled individuals that consider migration are assumed to have enough funds for such migration.
3.3 Demographic balance curve

Denote by $r$ the endogenous fraction of skilled Southerners who emigrate to the North; then, the steady-state learning intensity of Northern students is

$$x_N = \frac{m_N + r \frac{m_S}{1-m_N}}{1-m_N} \tag{26}$$

while the learning intensity of Southern students is

$$x_S = \frac{(1-r)m_S}{1-m_S} \tag{27}$$

The steady-state share of skilled of nationality $i \in \{N, S\}$ is determined by (cf.(8))

$$m_i = \delta (m_i + P(x_i)(1-m_i)) \tag{28}$$

By manipulating with (26), (27), and (28), this system of four equations with five unknowns may be reduced to the following equation with two unknowns:

$$L_N D(x_N) = -L_S D(x_S) \tag{29}$$

$$D(x) \equiv \frac{(1-\delta)x - \delta P(x)}{(1-\delta) + \delta P(x)} \tag{30}$$

Equation (29) defines another hypersurface in the $(x_N, x_S)$ space, referred to as the demographic balance curve. The function $D(x)$ is equal to the per-capita demand for educational services in a country, \( \frac{(1-\delta)x}{(1-\delta) + \delta P(x)} = (1-m)x \), minus the per-capita supply of educational services by the skilled nationals of that country, regardless of their country of residence, \( \frac{\delta P(x)}{(1-\delta) + \delta P(x)} = m \). Naturally, both sides of (29) must be equal to the supply of Southern educational services in the North, which is also equal to the number of Southern migrants.

The following Lemma outlines the properties of $D(\cdot)$.

**Lemma 3** The function $D(\cdot)$ has the following properties:

(a) $D(0) = D(x_A) = 0$;

(b) It has a unique extremum $x_D \in (0, x_A)$ such that

$$\left( P'(x_D) - s(x_D) \right) \frac{\delta}{1-\delta} \equiv 1$$

$$\tag{31}$$
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Figure 3: Steady states with migration

\[ D(\cdot) \text{ is decreasing on } [0, x_D] \text{ and increasing thereafter; } \]

(c) \( x_D > \underline{x}(K) \) for every \( K \geq 1 \).

**Proof.** Item (a) is proved by direct computation of \( D(0) \) and \( D(x_A) \). For (b), we calculate the first derivative of \( D \):

\[
D'(x) = (1 - \delta)^2 \frac{(1 - \delta) + \delta(s(x) - P'(x))}{[(1 - \delta) + \delta P(x)]^2}
\]

The numerator is increasing in its argument from \(-\infty\) to 1, and is equal to zero at \( x_D \), which proves (b). For (c), proof is trivial if \( \underline{x}(K) = 0 \). Otherwise observe that

\[
\frac{\delta}{1 - \delta} (P'(x_D) - s(x_D)) \equiv 1 \leq K \equiv \frac{\beta}{1 - \beta} (P'(\underline{x}(K)) - K s(\underline{x}(K))) < \frac{\delta}{1 - \delta} (P'(\underline{x}(K)) - s(\underline{x}(K)))
\]

The fact that \( P'(x) - s(x) \) is strictly decreasing in its argument proves the claim. ■

The steady-state levels of learning intensity in both countries, \( x_N \) and \( x_S \), is then determined by the intersection of the wage curve (25) and the demographic balance curve (29), which are illustrated by Figure 3. Since South is assumed to be less developed, migration occurs from North to South, decreasing \( x_S \), the proportion of remaining in the South skilled to Southern unskilled.
3.4 Immiserizing immigration

As seen on Figure 3 when brain drain from the South becomes sufficiently large, and the Southern learning intensity $x_S$ falls below $x_D$, further increases in the volumes of brain drain not increase but decrease the learning intensity in the North – a phenomenon I label as the immiserizing immigration, following Bhagwati’s immiserizing growth (Bhagwati 1958). The immiserizing immigration is due to the fact that increasing openness of the South has two effects: (i) it increases the share of Southern skilled that migrate, $r$, and (ii) decreases the total number of Southern skilled, $m_SL_S$. The stock of Southern migrants in the North is the product of the two. With low migration rates, the first effect dominates, but as the cost of migration continues to decline, the second effect may overwhelm, reducing the number of skilled individuals not only in the South (the standard brain drain effect) but also in the North. In the most extreme case, when every Southern skilled emigrates, Southern unskilled have no one to learn from and thus there is no production of skill in the South, meaning that North has only as many skilled individuals as it can produce on its own.

3.5 Welfare effects of brain drain

To analyze the steady-state effects of a change of various model parameters, it is necessary to introduce the notion “welfare” in the proposed model. To fix ideas, by “welfare” I assume the value of being newly born in a steady state. In other words, does a change of a model parameter make, on average and in the long run, happier those individuals who have just entered this world? Since all newly-born are unskilled, it is sufficient to analyze the steady-state value of being unskilled, $v_0(w, K)$.

With the results of Proposition 3 we can state the welfare effects of brain drain from South to North. The effects depend on relationship between Southern welfare-minimizing point $x^*(K_S)$ and immiserizing immigration point $x_D$.

**Proposition 5** A lowered migration cost $M$ and an associated increase in migration rate $r$ have the following welfare effects:

*In the South, welfare declines if initial migration rate is low such that $x_S \in (x^*(K_S), x_A]$, and increases if initial migration rate is high such that $x_S \in (x(A), x^*(K_S)]$.  

In the North, welfare increases if initial migration rate is low such that $x_S \in (x_D, x_A]$, and declines if initial migration rate is high such that $x_S \in (x(A), x_D]$.  


In other words, if initial migration rate is low, its increase benefits North and hurts South; the opposite happens if migration is high. The relationship between Southern welfare minimum point \( x^*(K_S) \) and Northern welfare maximum point \( x_D \) depends on the value of \( K_S \). Thus, if \( K_S \) is low, there may be a region when both North and South benefit from increasing brain drain \( (x_S \in (x_D, x^*(K_S))) \); a high \( K_S \) implies the existence of a region when both North and South lose from increased brain drain \( (x_S \in (x^*(K_S), x_D)) \).

**Proof.** The results for the South follow directly from the definition of \( x^*(K_S) \), the welfare minimum point. The results for the North follow from the fact that \( x_N > x_A > x^*(K_N) \), thus welfare increases with \( x_N \), and from the fact that \( x_N \) is increased by Southern brain drain if \( x_S \in (x_D, x_A) \), and is decreased otherwise. □

### 3.6 Reduction of transaction costs

It is intuitively obvious that lowered transaction costs \( K \) lead to increased welfare. Improvement of financial institutions, however, usually comes at a social cost, and it is therefore useful to know whether greater openness of a country to migration increases or decreases the social gain from lower transaction costs. For mathematical tractability of subsequent analysis, we assume henceforth that North is a large country and is not affected by migration patterns; then, (25) implies that Southern wage does not depend on Southern transaction costs \( K_S \) because it is pinned down by (and is inversely related to) migration costs \( M \). This property enables us to interpret any change in Southern wage as the effect of an inverse change of migration costs, and to study the interaction between transaction and migration costs in the \( K - w \) space.

Figure 4 plots the isowelfare lines of the newly born in the space of transaction costs \( K \) and wage \( w \). The position of isowelfare lines can be predicted by Proposition 4 which states, among other things, the following: if transaction costs are high \( K \geq P'(0)\frac{\beta}{1-\beta} \), the welfare minimum point is achieved at \( x^*(K) = 0 \) and thus at \( w^*(K) = \infty \), i.e. welfare declines with increasing wage and the isowelfare curves must be downward sloping. With low transaction costs \( K < P'(0)\frac{\beta}{1-\beta} \), minimum welfare is achieved at some intermediary \( (x^*(K), w^*(K)) \) such that \( x^*(K) \) decreases with \( K \) from a positive finite value to zero, and thus \( w^*(K) \) increases with \( K \) from a positive finite value to infinity. Isowelfare lines are downward sloping below \( w^*(K) \) and are upward sloping above.

The following proposition helps to analyze the (horizontal) distance between isowelfare lines.
Proposition 6 A greater openness of South to migration and an associated increased wage \( w \), lead to a higher marginal gain from lowered transaction costs:

\[
\frac{d}{dw} \left| \frac{dv_0(w, K)}{dK} \right| = -\frac{d^2v_0}{dwdK} > 0
\]

In other words, the horizontal distance between isowelfare curves diminishes as the wage rises: with higher wage due to greater openness, an equivalent reduction of transaction costs leads to a greater welfare gain (more isowelfare lines are crossed). Thus, as less developed South becomes more open, its government has a higher incentive to improve financial institutions.

Refer to the Appendix for the proof of the Proposition.

4 Conclusion

Modern civilization is only possible because people acquire most of their human capital from those who already possess it rather than accumulate it in isolation. While this phenomenon is well-studied at both theoretical and empirical levels, its logical extension that knowledge transfer from skilled to unskilled may be compensated by the latter, and that this compensation may positively affect the willingness to acquire skill, received little attention in the literature. In the present paper, I elaborate on this idea by developing a simple general
equilibrium model of skill acquisition, in which the unskilled individuals acquire skill only by interacting with the skilled, and by compensating the latter for knowledge transfer they generate. An exogenous increase in the demand for education, for example, due to lower costs of transaction between learners and teachers, has a multiplicative effect: it leads to an increase in the return to skill, which encourages the unskilled to acquire even more skill and boosts the demand for education even further.

I apply this idea to a model of international migration between countries with exogenously different ability of the unskilled to pay for their education, which leads to large differences in the return to skill and creates a basis for skilled migration from a less developed country to a more developed country. I find that an increased openness of the less developed country to such emigration may lead to an increase of welfare of the unskilled, despite the fact that they lose potential teachers, when transaction costs in the less developed country are sufficiently low. I also find that such increased openness increases economic payoffs to improvement of institutions.

Appendix

Optimal savings and “savings-free” optimization problem  By assumptions of the model, the life of an individual is divided into two time periods: first, they are unskilled, have no income, and have to borrow to fund education; second, they become skilled and earn positive income. To balance the savings market, skilled individuals should (on average) thus make positive savings.

The optimization problem of a skilled individual is

$$
\tilde{v}_1^t(A_{i,t}) = \max_{A_{i,t}} y_{i,t} - a_{i,t} + \beta \tilde{v}_1^{t+1}(a_{i,t} R^{f(a_{i,t}<0)} + (1 + r_t)A_{i,t})
$$

subject to $a_{i,t} \leq y_{i,t}$ and to the transversality condition (5), where $\tilde{v}_1^t(A_{i,t})$ is the value of being skilled with assets $A_{i,t}$ at the beginning of period $t$, and $y_{i,t} = 1 + w_t$ is the income of a skilled individual. The first-order condition of the maximum is then

$$
\beta \frac{d \tilde{v}_1^{t+1}}{d A_{i,t+1}} \begin{cases} < \frac{1}{K}, & a_{i,t} = a_{i}^{\text{min}} \\ \frac{1}{K}, & a_{i,t} \in (a_{i}^{\text{min}}, 0) \\ \frac{1}{K}, & a_{i,t} = 0 \\ \frac{1}{K}, & a_{i,t} \in (0, y_{i,t}) \\ >1, & a_{i,t} = y_{i,t} \end{cases}
$$

subject to $a_{i,t} \leq y_{i,t}$ and to the transversality condition (5), where $\tilde{v}_1^t(A_{i,t})$ is the value of being skilled with assets $A_{i,t}$ at the beginning of period $t$, and $y_{i,t} = 1 + w_t$ is the income of a skilled individual. The first-order condition of the maximum is then

$$
\beta \frac{d \tilde{v}_1^{t+1}}{d A_{i,t+1}} \begin{cases} < \frac{1}{K}, & a_{i,t} = a_{i}^{\text{min}} \\ \frac{1}{K}, & a_{i,t} \in (a_{i}^{\text{min}}, 0) \\ \frac{1}{K}, & a_{i,t} = 0 \\ \frac{1}{K}, & a_{i,t} \in (0, y_{i,t}) \\ >1, & a_{i,t} = y_{i,t} \end{cases}
$$
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where $a_{it}^{\min}$ is the minimum possible level of savings flow imposed by the transversality condition. The functional equation (33) can be shown to have the following solution:

$$\tilde{v}_1^t(A_{i,t}) = (1 + r_t)A_{i,t} + v_1^t$$  \hspace{1cm} (35)

where $v_1^t$ is defined by (6); thus, $\frac{dv_1^t}{dA_{i,t+1}}$ is equal to $1 + r_t$. To ensure that any skilled individual makes positive savings, it must be that $(1 + r_t)\beta \geq 1$, which also ensures that every skilled individual makes nonnegative savings. Further, skilled individuals ever enjoy positive consumption and the savings market clears only if

$$(1 + r_t)\beta = 1 \hspace{1cm} (36)$$

which implies that the equilibrium savings rate equals the discount rate.

The optimization problem of the unskilled individual is

$$\tilde{v}_0^t(A_{i,t}) = \max_{a_{i,t},x_{i,t}} -a_{i,t} - w_tx_{i,t} + \beta \left[ P(x_{i,t})\tilde{v}_1^{t+1}(A_{i,t+1}) + (1 - P(x_{i,t}))\tilde{v}_0^{t+1}(A_{i,t+1}) \right]$$ \hspace{1cm} (37)

where $A_{i,t+1} = a_{i,t}K^I(a_{i,t} < 0) + (1 + r_t)A_{i,t}$; and subject to

$$a_{i,t} + w_tx_{i,t} \leq 0 \hspace{1cm} (38)$$

and to the transversality condition (5). Note that the constraint (38) implies that the savings are non-positive (i.e. unskilled individuals borrow). The first-order conditions of the maximum are then

$$- 1 + \beta K \left( P(x_{i,t}) \frac{d\tilde{v}_1^{t+1}}{dA_{i,t+1}} + (1 - P(x_{i,t})) \frac{d\tilde{v}_0^{t+1}}{dA_{i,t+1}} \right) + \lambda_{i,t} = 0 \hspace{1cm} (39)$$

$$- w_t + \beta P'(x_{i,t}) (\tilde{v}_1^{t+1}(A_{i,t+1}) - \tilde{v}_0^{t+1}(A_{i,t+1})) + \lambda_{i,t}w_t = 0 \hspace{1cm} (40)$$

where $\lambda_{i,t}$ is the Lagrange multiplier for the constraint (38). The functional equation (37) can be shown to have the following solution:

$$\tilde{v}_0^t(A_{i,t}) = (1 + r_t)A_{i,t} + v_0^t \hspace{1cm} (41)$$

where $v_0^t$ is defined by (10). Therefore, we have that $\frac{dv_0^t}{dA_{i,t+1}} = \frac{dv_1^t}{dA_{i,t+1}} = 1 + r_t$, thus the first-order condition for savings, (39), simplifies to $\beta K(1 + r_t) + \lambda_{i,t} = 1$. Using (36), we conclude that $\lambda_{i,t} = 1 - K$. Using this finding and the equations (35) and (41), we can
rewrite the first-order condition for \( x \), (40), as follows:

\[-Kw_t + \beta P'(x_{i,t}) (v_{t+1} - v_0) = 0 \] (42)

which coincides with the first-order condition of the “savings-free” optimization problem described by (10). In other words, for the analysis of optimal educational decisions, the savings part of the model may be suppressed.

Proof of Proposition 2

Maximization of (16) with respect to learning intensity \( z \) results in the following first-order condition:

\[-Kw + \beta P'(x(w, K))(v_1(w) - v_0(w, K)) \begin{cases} = 0 & x > 0 \\ \leq 0 & x = 0 \end{cases} \] (43)

where \( x(w, K) \) is the arg max of (16). Solving for \( v_1 - v_0 \), we get (all subsequent inequalities hold with equality if \( x > 0 \))

\[(v_1(w) - v_0(w, K)) \leq \frac{Kw}{\beta P'(x(w, K))} \] (44)

Substituting the inequality for \( v_1 - v_0 \) back into (16) yields, after some rearrangement,

\[(1 - \beta)v_0(w, K) \leq -Kwx(w, K) + Kw \frac{P(x(w, K))}{P'(x(w, K))} \]

Given that (cf.(13)) \( v_0(w, K) = v_1(w) - (v_1(w) - v_0(w, K)) \geq \frac{1+w}{1-\beta} - \frac{Kw}{\beta P'(x(w, K))} \), we have that

\[(1 + w) - Kw \frac{1 - \beta}{\beta P'(x(w, K))} \leq (1 - \beta)v_0(w, K) \leq Kw \left( \frac{P(x(w, K))}{P'(x(w, K))} - x(w, K) \right) \]

Rearranging, we get

\[\frac{1 + w}{Kw} \leq \frac{P(x(w, K))}{P'(x(w, K))} - z + \frac{1 - \beta}{\beta} \frac{1}{P'(x(w, K))} \]

\[= \frac{\frac{1-\beta}{\beta} + P(x(w, K)) - P'(x(w, K))x(w, K)}{P'(x(w, K))} = \frac{1}{G(x(w, K))} \]

where \( G \) is defined in (18). Solving for \( w \), we get (17). 

\[\square\]
Proof of Lemma 2 If \( w \) and \( K \) are such that \( x(w, K) = 0 \), proof is trivial since \( v_0 = 0 \). Otherwise, from (43), we have that

\[
v_0(w, K) = v_1(w) - \frac{Kw}{\beta P'(x(w, K))}
\] (45)

From (15), we know that \( v_1(w) = \frac{1 + w}{1 - \beta} \). From (17), we have that (the arguments of \( x(w, K) \) are dropped for brevity) \( Kw = (w + 1) \frac{P'(x)}{\frac{1 - \beta}{\beta} + P(x) - P'(x)x} \), which allows us to rewrite (45) as follows:

\[
v_0(w, K) = (w + 1) \left[ \frac{1}{1 - \beta} - \frac{1}{(1 - \beta) + \beta(P(x) - P'(x)x)} \right]
= (w + 1) \frac{1}{1 - \beta (1 - \beta) + \beta(P(x) - P'(x)x)}
= v_1(w) \frac{P(x) - P'(x)x}{\frac{1 - \beta}{\beta} + P(x) - P'(x)x}
= v_1(w) \frac{s(x)}{\frac{1 - \beta}{\beta} + s(x)}
\]

Proof of Proposition 3 continued

\[
S(x) + (K - G(x)) \frac{\partial S(x)}{\partial x} \left( \frac{\partial G(x)}{\partial x} \right)^{-1}
= \frac{s(x)}{\frac{1 - \beta}{\beta} + s(x)} + \left( K - \frac{P'(x)}{\frac{1 - \beta}{\beta} + s(x)} \right) \frac{1 - \frac{\beta}{\beta} x}{\frac{1 - \beta}{\beta} + P(x)}
= \frac{\left( \frac{1 - \beta}{\beta} + P(x) \right) \left( P(x) - P'(x)x \right) - \left( K \frac{1 - \beta}{\beta} + Ks(x) - P'(x) \right) \frac{1 - \frac{\beta}{\beta} x}{\frac{1 - \beta}{\beta} + P(x)} \left( \frac{1 - \beta}{\beta} + s(x) \right) \left( \frac{1 - \beta}{\beta} + P(x) \right)}{\left( \frac{1 - \beta}{\beta} + s(x) \right) \left( \frac{1 - \beta}{\beta} + P(x) \right)}
= P \left( \frac{1 - \beta}{\beta} + P(x) - P'(x)x \right) - \frac{1 - \frac{\beta}{\beta} Kx}{\frac{1 - \beta}{\beta} + P(x) - P'(x)x}
= \frac{P(x) - \frac{1 - \beta}{\beta} Kx}{\frac{1 - \beta}{\beta} + P(x)}
\]
Proof of Proposition 6 \[ \frac{\partial^2 w}{\partial w \partial K} = \frac{\partial}{\partial K} \frac{\partial v_0}{\partial w} \] can be obtained by differentiating (24) with respect to \( K \). We get:

\[
\frac{\partial}{\partial K} \left( S(x(w, K)) + (K - G(x(w, K))) \frac{\partial S(x(w, K))}{\partial x} \left( \frac{\partial G(x(w, K))}{\partial x} \right)^{-1} \right)
\]

\[ = (K - G(x)) \frac{\partial}{\partial x} \left( \frac{\partial S(x)}{\partial x} \left( \frac{\partial G(x)}{\partial x} \right)^{-1} \right) \frac{\partial x}{\partial K} + \frac{\partial S(x)}{\partial x} \left( \frac{\partial G(x)}{\partial x} \right)^{-1} \quad (46) \]

To prove that (46) is negative, it is sufficient to show that each of its two components is negative. Indeed, in the first component that consists of three multipliers, two multipliers are positive while the third is negative:

\[ K - G(x) > 0 \]

\[ \frac{\partial}{\partial x} \left( \frac{\partial S(x)}{\partial x} \left( \frac{\partial G(x)}{\partial x} \right)^{-1} \right) = \frac{\partial}{\partial x} \left( \frac{1 - \beta^{-1} x}{\beta^{-1} + P(x)} \right) = \left( \frac{1 - \beta}{\beta} \right) \frac{1 - \beta^{-1} x + P(x) - P'(x)x}{\left( \frac{1 - \beta}{\beta} + P(x) \right)^2} > 0 \]

We can compute \( \frac{\partial x}{\partial K} \) from (17), using the implicit function theorem and holding \( w \) fixed:

\[ \frac{\partial x}{\partial K} = \frac{G(x)}{K} \left( \frac{\partial G(x)}{\partial x} \right)^{-1} < 0 \text{ due to } \frac{\partial G(x)}{\partial x} < 0. \]

The second component of (46) is also negative because \( \frac{\partial S(x)}{\partial x} > 0 \) while \( \frac{\partial G(x)}{\partial x} < 0 \).
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